The letter deals with the spin-freezing process observed by means of NMR-NQR relaxation or by muon spin rotation in underdoped cuprate supercon- 
NMR-NQR and µSR experiments show that in underdoped cuprates, on cooling from about Tc, divergent behaviour of the relaxation rates occur. This phenomenon, generally interpreted in terms of "glassy spin-freezing" or of "coexistence of superconductivity and magnetic ordering", is believed to be related to magnetic moments resulting from charge inhomo- Sidis et al. 6 . NMR-NQR and µSR spin-lattice relaxation data [1] [2] [3] [4] have been interpreted in terms of fluctuations of a local h(t) originating from magnetic moments associated to hole localization 7, 8 or from staggered moments within locally ordered mesoscopic domains 9 , with non-zero effective spin 10 or from stripes 11 . The microscopic origin of the fluctuating field h(t)
is still an open issue. Here we address this problem within a substantially different picture , namely the one of the extended charge density waves with imaginary order parameter (id-CDW). Important features of this new scenario are described here and it is pointed out that the fluctuating field originates from vortex-antivortex orbital currents.
We start from the so-called t − J model by including the inter-site Coulomb interaction: Starting from another form of Hamiltonian Murakami 19 has predicted (for G < 0) the coexistence id-CDW, antiferromagnetic (AF) and η-triplet states near half filling. Coexistence of d-CDW and spin density waves (SDW) was also derived by Bouis et al. 20 .
The main issue related to the scenario recalled above is whether it is possible to have a coexistence of d-SC and AF or SDW in the frame of the singlet -correlated band Hamiltonian
(1). Using the Roth -type decoupling scheme 21 , in a mean field approximation, from Eq. (1) one has
where the matrix M k is
Let us focus now at the order parameters:
and
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where t k ,J k , G k are the Fourier transforms of transfer, superexchange and Coulomb coupling parameters, respectively. e Q and s z Q are the Fourier amplitudes of the conventional charge density waves and spin density waves. For the commensurate instability wave vector Q =(π, π) as it was observed in neutron scattering 5, 6 one derives the following relations
Let us consider now the quantities
and Therefore, for open Fermi surface one finds that at the hopping parameter t 1 larger enough the expectation values < e q > and < s q > must be zero, and conventional SDW/CDW do not exist. This conclusion is in agreement with the one derived in Ref. 22 on the basis of neutron scattering data. However, we stress that the above conclusion is valid only for the energy dispersion of the form (cos k x + cos k y ), but not for the case ǫ k = (cos k x + cos k y ) with the important difference that the instability wave vector q is completely different. The leading term of U k
is determined by the second-and third-neighbours hopping integrals. Numerical solution of Eq. (9) in correspondence to the parameters (t 1 =80 meV, t 2 = 0 and t 3 = 12 meV) used
12
for the Fermi surface near optimal doping, yields a critical temperature of the onset U-phase below 1 K. One should remark that the onset of this inhomogeneous superconducting state is very sensitive to magnetic impurities and to the details of the Abrikosov's vortex lattice. In addition we note that the U-ordering is particle-particle pairing at opposite spin orientations and must be sensitive to the external magnetic field. Since there is no evidence of such an effect of the magnetic field (see the data later on) we conclude that the peak in relaxation rate is not related to phase transition involving this U order parameter. In the matrix given by Eq. (3) there are two imaginary components iD ↑ and iD ↓ . It is useful to introduce their
the first corresponding to charge current and the second one to spin current 26, 27 or, in other terminology, to the spin-nematic state 28, 29 . It is clear from Eqs. (10)- (11) On general physical grounds NMR-NQR or muon relaxation rates can be written
where h 
where ρ(1/T 1 ) =
is the distribution function. It is conceivable to assume that the distribution of (1/T 1 ) is related to a distribution of correlation time τ e and in turn to a distribution of the energy barrier E pinning the fluctuating -sliding current motions. Then we write
When the progressive slowing-down , on cooling, of the orbital current excitations causes
m , one has the maximum in the relaxation rates (frequently used to define T g , commonly called " spin -glass" freezing temperature). From this maximum one can extract the effective magnetic field induced by the currents at the nuclear or muon site:
One could remark that on the basis of the above equation a slight underestimate of h data from the simple law ( Eq. (14)) in the low temperature region (see Fig. 1 ). The values of h 2 ef f derived from the experimental data on the basis of Eq. (16) are collected in Table 1 .
In Fig. one sees that Eq. (12), with Eqs. (14)- (15) rather well fits the observed temperature dependence of relaxation time in spite of the roughness of the assumptions. The energy barrier < E > is roughly the same, for different kind of experiments and systems (see also Table 1 ). It is naturally related to periodic lattice potential. It should be stressed that the energy barrier is almost independent on the applied magnetic field. This fact would be hard to explain in the spin-freezing scenario. On the contrary, in our picture the correlation functions entering Eq.(10) are of particle -hole type and they are proportional to difference of Fermi functions with the same spin orientation 13 . Therefore, Zeeman energy comes out from these functions and they become independent of the external magnetic field. As a result the pseudo-gap temperature T * and the pinning process caused by the lattice periodic potential are insensitive to the magnetic field.
As one can see from Table that 
where F (q) is the form factor involved in the Mila-Rice Hamiltonian (see Ref.
2 ). This factor is different for La and Y nuclei sites and for electronic shell of ions Y b 3+ and Er 3+ as well.
In summary , we have described the so-called spin-freezing process in superconducting state of underdoped cuprates with non-zero first neighbours hopping in a frame of a regime of coexistence of d−SC and id−CDW states .
We have shown:
i) that this scenario is naturally derived in a frame of singlet -correlated band model (or on the basis of the t-J model including inter -site Coulomb repulsion) and it is consistent with recent neutron scattering data and tunneling spectroscopy measurements. ii) the progressive slowing down of the sliding current motions, due to pinning barrier related to periodic lattice potential explains the temperature behavior of the relaxation rates detected in NMR-NQR, µSR and EPR experiments; in particular it directly justifies the stretched exponential character of the recovery curves; the fluctuating frequency lying in 10-1000 MHz range explain why the resolution limit (≈ meV) makes them invisible in neutron scattering measurements iii) the fact that practically no difference is observed in the relaxation rates upon increasing the magnetic field from zero (NQR) up to 23 Tesla and when the field is applied parallel or perpendicular to the c-axis ( that is not explained in a spin-freezing scenario ) is explained by the insensitivity of the current correlation functions to the external magnetic field .
Thus we believe that our picture brings a new and suggestive perspective, which is fully supported by the experimental findings and reveals new insights on a much debated issue.
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